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II. RELATED WORKS
ABSTRACT:
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a
paradigm that may be used to build
infrastructures enable with needs and
capabilities to communicate through services
across distinct ownership and disparate
technical domains. Besides SOAP and UDDI,
which make the foundation of SOA; WSDL also
plays an important role in this architecture. So
far, in most of the security solutions that have
been offered for SOA, providing security of
SOAP messages has been the main objective. In
the proposed model, users are restricted to
assign the role and to access the service only
when (s) he satisfies some predefined identity
and spatio -temporal constrains, in addition to
the enforcement of usual security and integrity
constraints which are used for providing
additional security. Finally, we use intelligent
agents to provide security through rules and
constraints and hence multiple agents are
deployed.
Keywords: SOA, Web service, XML, SOAP,
Access Control, WSDL.

I.INTRODUCTION:
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a
development paradigm, defined as an interoperable
architecture that enables interoperability over
different enterprise and business solutions [13]. In
order to protect service-oriented s y s t e m s
effectively from such XML-based attacks, it is vital
to investigate the characteristics and behaviors of
such attacks thoroughly and rationalize their
undesired effects. Access Control mechanism can
be used to detect and defend against such XML
based attacks. In this paper, w e present an
approach to protect w e b services from XML based
attacks using Intelligent Agent Role Based access

In recent years, web services security is an active
research area. The current researches concentrated
on some aspects: testing and verifying web service
effectiveness, analyzing the test vulnerability of
security, analyzing the test reliability of web
service, authentication and authorization of web
service access, and testing framework .A pattern
based language was proposed by Fernandez et al.
for an XML firewall[8]. Access to distributed
resources is controlled by security assertion
coordination pattern with role-based access control.
Filtering pattern was used to filter the XML
messages and related documents according to the
policies.
Bebawy et al. implemented a firewall which deletes
the SOAP messages temporarily from the transport
layer and scan it for the correctness. If the message
is clear, it will induced back into the OSI stack
otherwise delete it permanently [11]. This model is
well suited only for SOAP (Simple Object Access
Protocol) based DoS attacks and Buffer Overflow
attacks. Also access control mechanism was not
addressed.
Cremonini et al. integrated existing web services
security specifications with an XML firewall [10].
They analyzed the vulnerability of the WS-Reliable
Messaging and designed a semantic aware firewall
for web services.
N. Li and Z. Mao proposed an approach UARBAC
[7] for RBAC to design and analyze administrative
models. UARBAC came along with an extension
UARBAC, in which the parameterized objects are
employed over constraint based administrative
domain. Though this model is scalable and flexible,
it did not address the concurrency control.
Claudio A. Ardagna et al. proposed a simple
architecture with a novel policy language to
provide privacy for individuals to keep the control
over their own data while exploiting services over
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web [6]. They used XACML’s technical features to
describe the policies.
Min Xu, Duminda Wijesekera proposed a
framework to enforce ARBAC policies along with
XACML for web services [5]. XACML-ARBAC
profile uses a session aware administrative model
for RBAC to address the concurrency issues.
Conflicts between session management and
administrative operations can be resolved using this
model. Performance overhead and impoverished
interface between PEPs and APEPs in distributed
environment for session management are some of
the issues in this work.
J. Crampton and G. Loizou have extended the
RBAC administration in SARBAC [7]. Role
hierarchy is used to define administrative scope and
administrative domain. It works well when the role
hierarchy is defined like a tree with a superpower
root role. They have not addressed the concurrency
control in this work.
Role Based Access Control has been the subject of
interest for many years and a considerable research
has been carried out. It is widely accepted as an
alternative to traditional discretional and mandatory
access controls. The emergence of distributed
environment in Web Services poses new demands
on access control mechanisms, because the
decisions to grant access may depend on contextual
information such as the location of the user and the
time at which access requests are made general
contextual constraints .However none of these
models are exactly suitable for web services
because of the dynamic and distributed nature of
data used in web services. Therefore it is necessary
to enhance the existing RBAC models with spatio temporal constraints and features.

WEB SERVICE SECURITY:
OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of
Structured Information Standards) and W3C
(World Wide Web Consortium) have over the last
years standardized several specifications related to
security in Web services and XML.These standards
including, XML Encryption and XML Signature.
Since WSDL is an XML file, in the proposed
security framework XML encryption besides other
standards like XKMS (XML key management
specification) are used.

XML ENCRYPTION:
Encryption refers to the translation of data into an
encoded format for the purpose of achieving data
security. XML (extensible markup language)
encryption can be used to encrypt arbitrary data.
XML Encryption is similar to XML Signature in
many ways. For instance, like XML Signature,
XML Encryption does not apply only to XML
resources as it may be used to encrypt arbitrary
binary resources as well.

XML DIGITAL SIGNATURE:
Digital signature uses a pair key, the same as
asymmetric encryption but there is a twist; In
digital signature, sender uses his/her own private
key to sign the selected part of message so any one
who can access public key will be able to check the
signed part which has been sent from the sender
and become sure about the integrity of signed data,
which is a reliable method for receiver to ensure
that the signed part has not been tampered within
the way.

PKI
AND
THE
MANAGEMENT:

XML

KEY

PKI -The comprehensive system required to
provide public-key encryption and digital signature
services is known as a public-key infrastructure
(PKI).The purpose of a public-key infrastructure is
to manage keys and certificates. One of the most
important problems about PKI is the high
complexity of this infrastructure.
XKMS
XKMS (XML key management specification) is a
Web service that provides an interface between an
XML application and a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI). XKMS greatly simplifies the deployment of
enterprise strength Public Key Infrastructure by
transferring complex processing tasks from the
client application to a Trust Service. The primary
objective of XKMS is to allow a user of a public
key when used to verify a digital signature or
encrypt data to locate the required key and to
associate naming or attribute information with the
holder of the corresponding private key.
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There are many disadvantages in the earlier works, so
we move to Trust web service against WSDL attacks.

III. TRUST WEB SERVICE AGAINST
WSDL ATTACKS:
A new practical security framework is to be proposed
in this paper as shown in Figure 1, in order to provide
security of WSDL files and protect Web services
against WSDL attacks.

publish service provider specifications in UDD
I(Universal Discovery, Description And Integration)
registry. Now the malicious users cannot perform their
WSDL (Web Service Description Language) attacks,
because these attacks were performed by using critical
elements in abstract part of WSDL, which are not
accessible any more for all users, but only for the
authenticated ones.

Step 1: A Web service, called Trust Web service,
generates a pair of keys, using one of the key
generating algorithms.
Step 2: Trust Web service sends his request to
XKMS in an XML format, in order to store his public
key in PKI.
Step 3: XKMS will provide public key registration
for requester by using his registration key service and
passing the request to PKI.
Step 4: PKI will deliver the response of public key
storage to XKMS; it acts as an intermediate between
Trust Web service and PKI.
Step 5: XKMS will deliver the response of PKI to
Trust Web service. Now public key is available for
everyone and the related private key is only available
for his owner (Trust Web service).

Figure 1: Structure of security framework

Step 6: As it is can be understood, the Provider Web
service, who is a requester to secure his WSDL, Will
obtain service provider’s public key, using XKMS
and PKI.(The PKI will check the requester
authentication before providing accessibility of Trust
Web service’s public key).

In this paper, we propose a new Intelligent Spatio Role
Based Access Control model (ISRBAC) that uses
agents for rule management and for enforcing spatiotemporal constraints more suitable for web services
that use heterogeneous environments and multi
databases. In order to provide effective secure web
services, first we propose this ISRBAC model by
adding integrity constraints and spatio-temporal
constraints. Second, this system provides separate
agents such as a spatial information agent, a temporal
information agent and a rule management agent to
check appropriate constraints. Finally, this work
proposes new agents that are capable of providing rule
matching and rule firing so that the accuracy level is
increased to an optimal level of security. The steps of
the ISRBAC algorithm are as follows.

Step 7: It is possible not to encrypt the whole XML
file. Consequently service provider is able to encrypt
any critical elements in WSDL. WSDL file consists
of two main parts: Abstract section and Concrete
section. Mostly the main important elements of
WSDL are in abstract part. But there is still a
problem. The normal WSDL is not encrypted, so to
inform the service consumer that this WSDL file is
an encrypted one, Trust Web service will insert a new
tag in WSDL, called <wsdlx:WSDL_secured> and
put its value as True. Therefore, it can be encrypted
the WSDL file.

IV. INTELLIGENT SPATIO ROLE BASED
ACCESS CONTROL (ISRBAC):

Step 1: Parse the SOAP message to get information for
the further steps using SOAP proxy
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Step 3: User proxy Info is processed as follows
SOAP agent extracts encrypted user information
from <UserInfo> decrypt it with the private key of
SOAP Proxy and examines its validity similarly the
SOAP agent extracts the role from <RoleInfo>,
examines its validity.
Step 4: Executing ISRBAC: If the user is valid and
the called service is in scope of the role permission,
the SOAP Proxy will retransmit this SOAP
message to corresponding Web Service, and the
respond of the Web Service will be retransmitted to
the client, otherwise returns an error message.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new security framework was
proposed to enhance security level of any Web
service dependent environments, like SOA. This
model can provide a Web service policy for public.
So in a network which WSDL information should
only be accessible for authenticated requesters,
security of this file is an essential matter Web
services security standard. And it also provides an
Intelligent Spatio Role Based Access Control
model that introduces additional security using
agents for managing spatio and temporal
constraints. From the above experiments, it has
been observed that the accuracy of this model is
more than the previous works. Therefore, this
system enhances the description ability for Web
service, and shows intelligent behavior.
In future, by using WSDL and Intelligent Spatio
model we can achieve more effective secure web
services.
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